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Ex 1: Complete the text with the correct form of the verbs in brackets. 

Life on Earth is experiencing huge change because of the success of one species - humans. In 

the last 500 years, 844 species have died out. Some scientists believe that in the next few years 

we (1. lose)   another 16,000 species if we (2. not change) ______our behavior. 

 Habitat loss - If we (3. not stop)    destroying the rain forest, many species 

(4. lose)   their natural habitat and disappear. 

 Hunting - Rare species (5. become)    extinct if illegal hunting (6. 

continue)   . 

 Over-fishing - Many common fish including tuna and salmon (7. not survive) 

   if we (8. not control)     fishing. 

 Pollution - This is the biggest problem and leads to climate change. If the world (9. 

continue)    to get hotter, the ice will melt and sea levels will rise. 

 If we (10. not act)    now, our success may mean disaster for future 

generations. 

Ex 2: Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentences. 

1.  I have a test to take tomorrow morning. If I    free time, I    to Cuc Phuong 

National Park with you. 

 A. have - will go B. had - would go C. will have - will go D. had - went 

2. Phong Nha Cave has been regarded by the British Cave Research Association as the top cave 

in the world   its four top records. 

 A. due to B. because C. despite D. with 

3.    the decisive assistance of the villagers, we would not be able to facilitate the eco 

tour. 

 A. With B. Without C. But D. Neither 

4. According to the weather forecast, it will be fine at the weekend. If the weather   fine, 

we    on camping at the weekend. 
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 A. is - will go B. will be - will go C. were - would go D. was - went 

5. After lunch, we take a short walk to the elephant camp    you will enjoy an exciting 

elephant riding. 

 A. that       B. when        C. where       D. what 

6. If you   to Pak Ou Caves in Laos, you   thousands of Buddha images and statues which 

have been deposited here over centuries. 

 A. go - see B. go - will see C. went - saw D. would go - saw 

7. Local people can't see the benefits of ecotourism in their region. If ecotourism   their lives by 

creating new job opportunities, they   a more active role in the conservation. 

 A. improves - will play B. improves – play 

 C. improved - would play D. improved - played 

8. If visitors    their holiday in Hawaii, they    in typical ecotourism activities, 

such as whale watching, kayaking, surfing, snorkeling, scuba diving, and boating. 

 A. spend - participate B. spend - will participate 

 C. spent - would participate        D. would spend - would participate 

Ex 3: Rewrite the conditional sentences for the following situations. 

1. I can’t go to the school concert because I have to help my parents. 

  ____________________________________________________________________  

2. I don’t have enough money, so I can’t buy a new mobile phone. 

  ____________________________________________________________________  

3. I can’t go out because I have so much homework. 

  ____________________________________________________________________  

4. I don’t download more films because I don’t have a fast computer. 

  ____________________________________________________________________  

5. I feel tired because I do a lot of sport. 

 _______________________________________________________________________  

   

 


